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A FIELD GUIDE TO CATEGORIES WITH An FUSION RULES
CAIN EDIE-MICHELL AND SCOTT MORRISON
Abstract. We collate information about the fusion categories with An fusion rules. This note includes the
classication of these categories, a realisation via the Temperley-Lieb categories, the auto-equivalence groups
(both braided and tensor), identications of the subcategories of invertible objects, and explicit descriptions
of the Drinfeld centres.
The rst section describes the classication of these categories (as monoidal, dagger, pivotal, and braided
categories). The second section describes the properties of these categories.
1. Classification
We say that a fusion category has fusion rules Ak+1 if there are k + 1 isomorphism classes of simple
objects, which we may index Xi for i = 0, . . . ,k , such that:
• X0 is the tensor identity,
• Xi ⊗ X1  Xi−1 ⊕ Xi+1 when 1 ≤ i < k ,
• Xk ⊗ X1  Xk−1.
The fusion graph for tensoring by X1 is thus the Ak+1 Dynkin diagram:
X0 X1 X2 Xk−1 Xk
These hypotheses then ensure that the fusion rules are commutative, and in particular that
Xi ⊗ X j 
{
X |i−j | ⊕ X |i−j |+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xi+j i + j ≤ k
X |i−j | ⊕ X |i−j |+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ X2k−(i+j) i + j > k .
The only category with A1 fusion rules is Vec. For all k ≥ 1, the monoidal categories with fusion rules
Ak+1 are classied bym ∈ Z/(k + 2)Z with (m,k + 2) = 1. See [FK93] for details. We name these monoidal
categories Ck,m. The monoidal category Ck,m has minimal eld of denition Q(q) where q = e mpi ik+2 . The
value q + q−1 is a complete invariant of the monoidal categories with Ak+1 fusion rules.
The monoidal category Ck,m is generated by an object X , and morphisms ∈ Hom(1 → X ⊗ X ),
∈ Hom(X ⊗ X → 1) satisfying the following relations:
= q + q−1 = = f (k+1) = 0.
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Here f (k+1) is the (k + 1)-th Jones-Wenzl projection, dened recursively so f (0) is the identity on 1 and
(1.1)
· · ·
· · ·
f (k+1) =
· · ·
· · ·
f (k) − [k]q[k + 1]q · · ·
· · ·
f (k)
· · ·
· · ·
f (k)
.
Dagger structures. The monoidal category Ck,m admits a dagger structure † given by the conjugate linear
extension of reection in a horizontal line. All other dagger structures are of the form ϕ 7→ λ(n−m)/2ϕ†
(where ϕ : Hom(X ⊗n → X ⊗m)) for some λ ∈ R×. We denote this dagger category C†
k,m,λ
.
Braidings. We recall that for k > 1, the braided fusion categories with fusion rules Ak+1 are classied
by ` ∈ Z/4(k + 2)Z with (`,k + 2) = 1. See [FK93, Proposition 8.2.6] for details. We name these braided
categories Cbr
k,l
. We can recover the underlying monoidal category of Cbr
k,`
by takingm := ` (mod k + 2).
The braided category Cbr
k,l
has a split rational form over Q(s), where s = exp
(
2pii `+k+24(k+2)
)
= i exp
(
pii `2(k+2)
)
.
We have s2 = ±q, and this s is a complete invariant of the braided category.
The above classication does not hold for k = 1 as it double counts the braided fusion categories. The
4 braided fusion categories with the A2 fusion rules are usually called Rep(Z/2Z), sVec, Sem, and Sem.
(The category Sem is the “semions”, and Sem its Galois conjugate.) The A2 categories can be identied as:
Rep(Z/2Z) = Cbr1,7 = Cbr1,11
sVec = Cbr1,1 = Cbr1,5
Sem = Cbr1,4 = Cbr1,8
Sem = Cbr1,2 = Cbr1,10.
The braided category Cbr
k,`
can be realised by equipping the monoidal category Ck,` (mod k+2) with a
braiding that depends of `. This braiding is:
= s + s−1 .
Monoidal equivalence. Recall that the braided categoryCbr
k,`
has underlying monoidal categoryCk,` (mod k+2).
Thus the braided category Cbr
k,`1
is monoidally equivalent to Cbr
k,`2
if and only if `1 ≡ ±`2 (mod 2(k + 2)).
When k > 1 each monoidal category admits 4 distinct braided strucures, and when k = 1 each monoidal
category admits 2 distinct braided structures.
Pivotality. The monoidal categories Ck,m are rigid, with Y ∗ = Y for every object Y , and the coevaluation
and evaluation maps are the cups and caps.
The monoidal categories Ck,m have the rather uninteresting pivotal structure given by the identity
morphism on X , thought of as an isomorphism X  X ∗∗ = X . As Ck,m has universal grading group Z/2Z
there exist precisely two pivotal structures [DGNO10]. The other pivotal structure on Ck,m is given by
minus the identity on X . We call these two pivotal categories Ck,m,+ and Ck,m,− respectively.
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There is an alternative skein theoretic presentation of the pivotal categories Ck,m,−, which is generated
by two objects X and X ∗, written as upwards and downwards oriented strands, and morphisms
∈ Hom(X ⊗ X ∗ → 1) ∈ Hom(X ∗ ⊗ X → 1)
∈ Hom(1→ X ⊗ X ∗) ∈ Hom(1→ X ∗ ⊗ X )
∈ Hom(X → X ∗) ∈ Hom(X → X ∗)
∈ Hom(X ∗ → X ) ∈ Hom(X ∗ → X )
satisfying the following relations:
= = −(q + q−1) f (k+1) = 0
= = = =
= = = =
= (−1) = (−1)
= =
Here f (k+1) is dened via a similar recursive formula as in Equation (1.1): now all strings point upwards,
and the two critical points in the second term have tags facing towards each other. In this category
(X ∗)∗ = X , and again the pivotal isomorphisms are just the identities. A (non-canonical) monoidal
equivalence from Ck,m,− to Ck,m,+ is given by X ,X ∗ 7→ X and
7→ 7→ (−1) 7→ 7→ (−1)(1.2)
7→ 7→ (−1) 7→ (−1) 7→
See [Tin10] for a discussion of these two pivotal structures.
The category Rep(Uv(sl2)) has a natural pivotal structure coming from the Hopf algebra structure
of the quantum group, for which the dimension of the standard representation is v + v−1. When v is
a 2k + 4-th root of unity, the semisimple quotient of Rep(Uv(sl2)) is equivalent as a pivotal category to
Ck,m,− where v +v−1 = −2 cos
(mpii
k+2
)
. The category of level k integrable highest weight modules of ŝl2 is
equivalent as a pivotal category to Ck,k+1,−; this is the category typically referred to as ‘sl2 at level k’.
2. Properties
Basic data. We now give all the basic data for the braided pivotal categories Cbr
k,`,+
. The data for Cbr
k,`,−
dier by a sprinkling of minus signs as above in Equation 1.2. Our conventions for quantum integers are
[n] = (s2n − s−2n)/(s2 − s−2), and we write [n]! for the quantum factorial [n][n − 1] · · · [2][1]. Note that
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quantum integers only depend on δ = q + q−1 = −s2 − s−2, and hence only on the underlying monoidal
category. The categorical dimension of the simple object Xn in the pivotal monoidal category Ck,m,+ is
(−1)n[n + 1]. The global dimension of Ck,m,+ is thus 2(k+2)2−s4−s−4 .
Let a,b, c be natural numbers such that the sum of all three is even, and the sum of any two is greater
than the third. We say such a triple of numbers is admissible. We choose a basis for the trivalent vertex
space of an admissible triple as follows:
c
b a
:=
f (c)
f (b)
f
(a)
a+c−b
2 strings
b+c−a
2
a+b−c
2
. . .
. . .
. . . . .
.
With respect to this choice of basis, the R, S , and T matrices, and the θ and 6j symbols for Cbr
k,`,+
are
computed in [KL94; Wan10]. (Note that the 6j symbols only depend on the underlying monoidal category,
the θ symbols depend on the underlying pivotal category, and of course the R, S , and T matrices depend
also on the braiding.)
θa,b,c =
c
a
b
=
{ (−1)u+v+w [u+v+w+1]![u]![v]![w]!
[u+v]![v+w]![u+w]! if u,v, and w are positive integers
0 otherwise
where u = b + c − a2 , v =
a + c − b
2 , w =
a + b − c
2
f
a
b c
d
=
∑
e
{
a b e
c d f
}
a d
cb
e
{
a b e
c d f
}
=
{I![e+1](−1)e+1
E!θa,d,eθb,c,e
∑
n≤s≤N
(−1)s [s+1]!∏
i [s−ai ]!
∏
j [bj−s]! if (a,d, e) is admissible,
0 otherwise
where
I! =
∏
i,j
[bj − ai]! E! = [a]![b]![c]![d]![e]![f ]!
n = max{ai} N = min{bj}
a1 =
a + d + e
2 b1 =
b + d + e + f
2
a2 =
b + c + e
2 b2 =
a + c + e + f
2
a3 =
a + b + f
2 b3 =
a + b + c + d
2
4
a4 =
c + d + f
2 .
Ra,b,c =
c
ab
= (−1) a+b+c2 s c(c+2)−a(a+2)−b(b+2)2
c
ab
Sa,b = b a = (−1)a+b[(a + 1)(b + 1)]
Ta,a =
a
= (−1)asa(a+2)
a
Galois conjugates. The monoidal categories Ck,m form two Galois equivalence classes when k is odd,
depending on the parity ofm. When k is even the monoidal categories lie in a single Galois orbit. The
braided categories Cbr
k,`
form three Galois equivalence classes when k is even, depending on whether `
(mod 4) lies in {0}, {2}, or {1, 3}. When k is even the braided categories lie in a single Galois orbit.
Sphericality. The pivotal categories Ck,m,± are always spherical.
Modularity. When k is odd and 2 - ` the rank of the S-matrix of Cbr
k,`,± is
k+1
2 . For all the other cases the
S-matrix has full rank and hence the categories are modular.
The conductor of Cbr
k,`,± (the order of the T -matrix ) depends on k + ` (mod 4). When k , 1 the
conductor is as follows:
k + ` (mod 4) Conductor
0 k + 2
1 4(k + 2)
2 2(k + 2)
3 4(k + 2)
In particular when k is even the conductor is always 4(k + 2).
The conductors of Rep(Z/2Z), sVec, Sem, and Sem are 1,2,4, and 4 respectively.
Invertible objects. There are always two invertible objects in a monoidal category with Ak+1 fusion
rules. We now describe the rule identifying, as a braided category, the maximal pointed subcategory of
the braided category Cbr
k,l
. This subcategory must be one of Rep(Z/2Z), sVec, Sem, or Sem. (Of course, the
monoidal structure on the maximal pointed subcategory only depends on the monoidal structure of Cbr
k,l
.)
We can determine which appears by choosing a pivotal structure for Cbr
k,`
and considering the quantum
twist of the non-trivial object of the A2 subcategory, and comparing to the quantum twists of the A2
categories with the appropriately chosen pivotal structure. We get the following identication:
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Inv(Cbr
k,`
) k (mod 4)
0 1 2 3
0 — Sem — Sem
1 Rep(Z/2Z) sVec sVec Rep(Z/2Z)
`
(m
od
4)
2 — Sem — Sem
3 Rep(Z/2Z) Rep(Z/2Z) sVec sVec.
In particular when k ≡ 0 (mod 4) the invertible elements of Cbr
k,`
always form a Rep(Z/2Z) subcategory,
and when k ≡ 2 (mod 4) the invertible elements of Cbr
k,`
always form an sVec subcategory.
Auto-equivalences. When k ≥ 3 the groups of tensor auto-equivalences of Ck,m, and braided auto-
equivalences of Cbr
k,`
are computed in [EM17]. This result is independent of the choice ofm and `.
k (mod 4) Aut⊗(Ck,m) Autbr⊗ (Cbrk,`)
0 Z/2Z {e}
1 {e} {e}
2 Z/2Z Z/2Z
3 {e} {e}
When k ≤ 2 both auto-equivalence groups are trivial.
Equivariantisations. When k is even and at least 4 the monoidal categories Ck,m can be equivariantised
by the Z/2Z action. We can compute the fusion rules for the equivariantisations from the results of
[BN13]. We give the fusion graph for the generating object (X1 ⊕ Xk−1,
( 0 idXk−1
idX1 0
)
).
When k ≡ 0 (mod 4) the fusion graph is
1
When k ≡ 2 (mod 4) the fusion graph is
1
The depth of the graph in either case is k2 + 1.
Drinfeld centre. The monoidal category Ck,m can be equiped with a braiding to give the braided category
Cbr
k,m
. This braided category is modular when k is even or 2 | m. For these cases we can use the results of
[Müg03] to see that the Drinfeld centre of the monoidal category Ck,m is the braided category Cbrk,mC
br op
k,m
.
When k is odd and 2 -m the monoidal categoryCk,m does not admit a modular braiding, so we have to
work harder to compute the centre. As monoidal categories we have an equivalenceCk,m  Ad(Ck,m)C1,1.
Thus Z (Ck,m)  Z (Ad(Ck,m))  Z (C1,1) as the Drinfeld centre respects products of categories [KZ15].
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The monoidal category Ad(Ck,m) admits a modular braiding, that is the braiding inherited from the
braided category Cbr
k,m
. Thus Z (Ad(Ck,m))  Ad(Cbrk,m)  Ad(C
br op
k,m
).
The monoidal category C1,1 is better known as Vec(Z/2Z). The Drinfeld centre of this monoidal
category is described in [Ost03b] and a skein theoretic presentation is given in [EM17].
Algebra objects. The simple algebra objects A in the monoidal categories Ck,m are as follows.
A when A-mod commutative in Cbr
k,`
1 ⊕ f (k) k even D k
2+2
if k ≡ 0 (mod 4)
1 ⊕ f (k) k,m both odd T k+1
2
if k` ≡ 3 (mod 4)
1 ⊕ f (6) k = 10 E6 yes
1 ⊕ f (8) ⊕ f (16) k = 16 E7 no
1 ⊕ f (10) ⊕ f (18) ⊕ f (28) k = 28 E8 yes
See [Ost03a] for details. For details on the categories A-mod (in subfactor language) see [BN91; Izu91;
Izu94; Jon01; Kaw95; Xu98]. When A is commutative the category A-mod has the structure of a fusion
category. For details on the skein theory of these fusion categories see [Big10; MPS10]
Summary. We conclude this survey with a table summarising some of the data of the braided categories
Cbr
k,`
described earlier.
Galois orbits modular Inv(Cbr
k,`
)
k even a single orbit yes Rep(Z/2Z) if k ≡ 0 (mod 4)
sVec if k ≡ 2 (mod 4)
k odd
` ≡ 0 (mod 2) yes Sem if ` ≡ 0 (mod 4)
Sem if ` ≡ 2 (mod 4)
` ≡ 1 (mod 4) no Rep(Z/2Z) if k ≡ 3 (mod 4)
sVec if k ≡ 1 (mod 4)
` ≡ 3 (mod 4) no Rep(Z/2Z) if k ≡ 1 (mod 4)
sVec if k ≡ 3 (mod 4)
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